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Bugfixes
INFORMATION
When opening a project with the new version (2019-20.22), projects of the directly
previous version (2019-20.21)
are converted and can no longer be opened with the previous version
[ ] Single-User
[ ] Multi-User
are not converted and can still be opened with the previous version
[x] Single-User
[x] Multi-User
COM Registration
[x] the COM library has been changed and should be registered again
(start the program as ADMIN using „E3.series.exe /register“)

The bug fixes are sorted and listed by designer number(s). This enables you, for example, to
easily search for bugs reported to our support office.

Designer-03632
Designer-12155
Designer-19852
Designer-34045
Designer-35287
Designer-35855
Designer-36019
Designer-36026
Designer-36040
Designer-36130
Designer-36149
Designer-36156
Designer-36157
Designer-36161
Designer-36189

Problems when modifying shield symbols
Error message 'Error in function grant_component(), ret = 11' appears
after message 'W - No current version of symbol x found' when editing a
component in DBE
COM function 'Dev.UnplacePanel' gives return value '1' even if the model
couldn't be deleted
Incorrect order of terms at bidirectional Arabic texts
Incorrect handling of structure node attributes for fields when moving
within the structure
COM-Call Tree SetSortingMethod does not set info column in structured
tree correctly
COM: The scale factor of sym.PlacePins has no effect
DBE: The value of symbol graphic (e.g. unchangeable or dynamic) is not
displayed when calling symbol properties from database tree and symbol is
not loaded in database editor
If you configure an alternative name for components in the database tree
structure, they will not be displayed if you activate 'Show all attributes'
Internal errors might appear after reading a 'e3d file'
Terminals can get the same pin name with "F2" on a panel sheet even if
the setting "unique pin names" is defined
Probably bad performance with command 'Jump to device tree'
Performance when placing a symbol from device tree might be slow
Additional checks before creating the new table OUTDATED in the language
database
The active mating connector is not displayed in the connection target -
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Designer-36194
Designer-36239
Designer-36251
Designer-36256
Designer-36266
Designer-36318
Designer-36347
Designer-36354
Designer-36376

Setting the Connection Target format
Updating components in a specific project gives error messages and
creates a 'dmp file'
If there is an empty folder in the database tree tab 'Misc' as a sort
criterion, an incorrect number is displayed in the info column
Command 'Save as' with option 'Save actual configuration without
variants/options' might generate an error
Core/wire logic lines are shown to a splice even if the core/wire only passes
the splice
Signal names with Cyrillic characters can't be changed
Bundle symbol is not adapted automatically when moving a connection
Size of bundle symbol might not be changed automatically according to the
new position of the connect line
Net segment length might change when moving a connect line
Unplace pins might be marked as 'plugged' after importing (old) subcircuits (reason: sub-circuits with errors)
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